Expression of two forms of glutamic acid decarboxylase (GAD67 and GAD65) during postnatal development of rat somatosensory barrel cortex.
The postnatal development of glutamic acid decarboxylase (GAD; GAD67 and GAD65) expression was studied in the rat somatosensory cortex. Delineation of barrels in layer IV by GAD67 immunoreactivity occurred between postnatal days P3 and P6 and remained evident into adulthood. At birth, a band of GAD67-positive elements was already present in superficial layer V. This band was prominent until P6 and gradually disappeared after P9. In parallel, there was a gradual appearance of GAD67-immunoreactive cells neuropil and puncta, which began in layer VI/subplate at P1 and achieved the adult laminar pattern by about P13. This later GAD67 immunoreactivity was responsible for the demarcation of barrels in layer IV. Development of GAD65 immunoreactivity was delayed relative to GAD67. GAD65 immunoreactivity, which was in little evidence before P6, increased markedly in density and in delineation of cell bodies over the next several weeks. During this prolonged developmental process, GAD65 first showed a negative image of the barrels compared with the septae and the surrounding cortex. Subsequently, there was a filling in of the barrels resulting in rather uniform GAD65 immunoreactivity across the barrel field and surrounding cortex. These results suggest that the development of the gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) synthetic system in the barrel cortex involves several processes: the disappearance of a precocious GAD67 system in layer V, the temporally overlapping maturation of the mature GAD67 system in an inside-outside manner, and the delayed and prolonged development of the GAD65 system.